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By HgCl2 inhibition of membrane water channels, we show that the contribution of aquaporin-mediated transcellular 
(ATC) water transport through different plant organs is affected by drought and recovery. 
Hydraulic conductance of root, shoot and leaf were measured on several potted genotypes of Vitis spp., which were 
watered (W), drought-stressed (S), and half-stressed (HS, split-rooted grapevines irrigated only in one pot, to uncouple 
hydraulic and non-hydraulic drought signals). To discriminate the ATC-path contribution, roots and shoots were treated 
in vivo with 0.5 mM HgCl2, while leaves with 0.05 mM HgCl2. To quantify embolism occurrence, hydraulic 
measurements were performed either before or after a pressure flushing (200 kPa) designed to eject out embolisms from 
shoots and roots. 
In W grapevines (Ψleaf = -0.37 MPa), the ATC-pathway contribution on hydraulic conductance was about 20% in root, 
16% in shoot, and 45% in leaf. 
On S plants (Ψleaf = -0.95 MPa), whose roots embolized twice and shoots twenty times as much as W controls, the 
ATC-pathway contribution was 52% in root and 6% in shoot, showing upregulation in root and downregulation in shoot 
of mercury-sensitive aquaporins under drought conditions. In leaves, drought up- or downregulated the ATC water 
pathway in isohydric or anisohydric varieties, respectively, contributing to genotype-specific drought resistance. 
On HS plants (Ψleaf = -0.41 MPa), which did not embolize more than W controls, the ATC pathway contributed 45% 
to water transport in the root and 10% in the shoot. Even if both leaf water potential and xylem embolization of HS 
plants did not differ from watered controls, the activation of the ATC pathway was similar to plants under water stress, 
suggesting that aquaporins are upregulated upon drought via a non-hydraulic signal. 
During recovery (Ψleaf = -0.34 MPa), where incidence of embolisms was again comparable with W controls, the ATC 
pathway contributed to 75% of the root, and to 39% of the shoot water transport. The role of transcellular water 
transport during the recovery process seems to be due to two parallel mechanisms: i) a direct contribution of mercury-
sensitive aquaporins, probably located in the cortical parenchyma and in the endodermis, to favour water movement 
through the root; ii) a contribution of mercury-sensitive aquaporins to embolism refilling, both at the root and the shoot 
level. 
 
 

 




